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66880
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Feedback And Suggestions:
+ Direct Teaching is Better than Online classes.
+ College atmosphere feels respectful, welcoming and supportive.
+ Proud to be a Teresian...nothing more. .. clg gives support for my extra activities..
+ Facing issues since it is online class
+ Internals for subjects could not be attempted properly because of the limited timing. The time wasn't sufficient at all and it was

really hard to attempt the exam without panicking with such limited timing
+ make an e-library for students which can be accessed through their homes. Increase the number of reference texts available to

students. Instead of only allowing students from sports quota ( or those accepted into the sports team) allow other ordinary
students with the passion to play a space to play sports like basketball, volleyball etc. i.e. allow all students a particular time and
day in the week to come and play any sport they like. A community garden is a great idea to counter act the carbon emission in the
college.
+ All teachers are very dedicated and hardworking. Sometimes we feel overloaded like pressure cooker especially in the online

classes . I know teachers are also exhausted. Please add syllbus based on relevant topics and useful for future. Degree is not a
certificate or a sheet of paper just for seeking job, it should have value for that syllabus and curriculum should be strong
moreover college must train the students to capable that. Anyway Thank You
+ Should improve infrastructure.there is no necessary number of classrooms and all of them are too small and uncomfortable when

compared to other colleges.As a college, there is no beautiful outdoor sights.There is a lot of difficulty due to the distance
between arts and science block.science students have to go to the other block for every programs.we know you can never change
this.you are so helpless and unable,though we suggested for nothing. .... thankyou
+ I have already an idea about autonomous colleges.and At Teresa's was awesome.programs, ,teachers construction of syllabus

exams and publication of results all are really useful and helpful.thank God as a part of this college.
+ My class is in the 4th floor and it is very difficult as the toilets are constructed in the ground floor. Although the lift is available,

students are not permitted to use it. So I humbly request either to construct toilets near our class in the 4th floor or shift our class
to some other block with toilet facility near our classroom.
+ Syllabus is more in this corona situation. It will be good if the portions are reducing. We have only online sources to refer. So it

is difficult for always looking at mobile /laptop for both for online classes and after that to study or further reading. Poor internet
connection makes classes difficult. Some times we feel some pressure on thinking about this.
+ Can give enough time and breaks after each exam during semester examination. The records works can be given from the starting

of a semester so that we can have enough time for the preparation of exams.
+ One of the best college I ever seen . The most brilliant college, teachers, students . The education system is very good and

powerful and extra activities are really great for students The college gives more facilities to attain victory for our life .I really like
this college.
+ In these quarantine days we are not suppose to pay these much of fee amount so try to make it cheaper only because of these

problems also we are not having regular class too ... take it in your mind all students can’t afford this fees .. plz don’t allow
students to drop due to this high fee structure
+ The syllabus is fine. .. but the Daily assignments should be reduced. It's really very difficult to sit in front of PC from the early

morning and after the class there is a lot of assignments to do. I'm facing many physical problems like neck pain, and back pain.
Kindly please reduce the class timings and the load of assignments.
+ Several office staffs does not show concern if any students displays any queries related to matters like scholarship and fee

payment. Library should be made open for 24/7 and also students be free to bring their study materials during exam times in
library. several students show concern relating to internet facilities in our college, some staff in library restricts students from
using computers.
+ I'm from the dept of computer applications. The thing is, we're on the highest floor of the office building. We don't have a

washroom up there. when we want to use it , We have to run down the stairs all the way to the ground floor. So I request you to
make necessary arrangements on our floor.
+ Understand the need and use of time sensibly as it is a digital course , though its termed a regular course. When you have no

cap on age limit, you should be considerate towards students too in terms of attendance and opinions unless you provide the new
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gen facilities for a digital course
+ At the moment since everything is online, various prospects like extra curriculars and interaction is minimal and that is only

normal and natural given all of our situations, for now since everything is online I’d probably ask for a little reduction on our
assignment levels, but it’s fine either way
+ Students should engage more in extra-curricular activities that link to their academic focus Spend equal amount of time in indoor

learning and also outdoor learning which will help improve the intellectual aspects of students. Give a chance for outdoor outreach
that will enable students to have a great concept of education.
+ I think the fees and the syllabus needs to be adjusted to fit the situation. Since the fees accounts for basic ammenities, electricity,

cleaning and other costs, but seeing as we are all studying from home this semester, it isn't appropriate to ask for the same fees.
+ The college provides so many opportunity both in academics as well as in extra curricular activities. I have one suggestion is that

it would be better if there is a fixed class room for the first year and second year students in the science block. Thank you.
+ The college authority should be more accountable to the students' queries (regarding exam) and woes especially during these

harsh times. It is fine even if the concerned authority is not able to give solace to the students, atleast dont make them fret
+ Saint Teresa's college the best education institute provide good education and improving students extra curricular activities.. the

only thing that I am not satisfied of college auditorium because there is not space for all the students in the College to attend the
program.
+ The variety in syllabus in theory in economics enables one to think critically about a range of complex issues. This PG program in

St. Theresa's opens a thoroughfare for students those who have an inclination towards a career in the corporate sector
+ Encouragement for extracurricular activities in the self-financing department may be useful. Exposure to internships may also be

helpful(even ones within the college). Additional focus on employable skill development courses will be helpful. (eg. Advanced
MS Excel in the commerce departments )
+ A humble request to make sure students are given sufficient time for preparing for the internals. Please don't ignore the effort

made by us to secure high grade. And please ensure there exist no partiality in providing marks for our effort:(
+ Exams shouldn’t be conducted as it affects the mental health of students . Maybe the portions should be covered bit by bit as

it’s too much for students to process and also they need to reduce the workload given per day.
+ Please Refund the revaluation money if get a higher score than previous score so that it will be helpful for those who have

financial problem . And also please give a online notification for the publication of revaluation result
+ Revise the fee structure at least at the time of a pandemic, convert self-financing courses to regular so that students from poor

families can afford them and pursue their studies, provide more support to economically backward students...
+ Only problem I could find in the college is the separation of central block, science and arts block. Because the central block is

away from arts, we could never completely interact with everyone on a regular basis
+ Online live sessions should be restricted to 2 or maximum 3 hours. Assignments should be given in their respective hours only.

Science students are most of the time not informed about the programs conducted.
+ Online live sections should be restricted to 2 or max 3 hours , assignments should be given in their hours only.science students

are most of the time not informed about the programs conducted.
+ The institution was really a good foundation for each of us .It made us really strong and empowered.The moral values of

institution moulded us into perfect ladies by raising our level of confidence.
+ Sincere we have joined in the pandemic situation, we could not get a chance to learn more about the college and its

infrastructure. Will update more in the coming semester
+ The infrastructure could be better and it is high time that the auditorium is air conditioned. The whole college needs better

resources regarding electricity and water and bathrooms
+ We don't have proper classrooms even to sit,or have lunch. Especially classrooms for language class are dirty;food particles

around the table, water flowing from the ceiling etc...
+ A period exclusively for art, debate based on current affairs or games. Students must be allowed to go to the library or play

outside during free periods.
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+ According to me , the teachers should try to make the session more interactive and should give proper intervals for students

after every session.
+ Studying at this institution was a good experience for me. I think there should be some more campus space to relax. The facilities

are good.
+ Syllabus is suitable for the course and is defined clearly. It has good reference materials and helps to think creatively. Good

curriculum activities .
+ Provide library system for central block. internship programmes can be included for application knowledge. provide platform for

subject related talks by experts.
+ Since there is segregation between science and arts block, science block students do not get to know about some programs

happening in the elysium
+ Could give an option to learn extra curricular activities like yoga,tailoring, gardening , cooking etc which would be useful in our

daily life.
+ I personally think exams shouldn't be conducted as it is highly stressful especially on the current situation. It affects our mental

health.
+ Make us feel less like ,school students , stop forcing religion on us ,and give our space ...when it is neccesary
+ Please bring shower to central block washrooms in place of bucket. Shower is more hygienic and less prone to UTIs. Thank You
+ We want a playground and space full of greenary where we could sit during our recess. Toilets are not clean enough.
+ Examinations can be conducted considering the convenience of students ,with sufficient time for preparation. Infrastructure for

science block has to be improved.
+ everything is great except that we are in the middle of a pandemic and there is nothing we can do about it.
+ All is done in a good way.This present system is very useful for the students. To improve their academic purposes.
+ I have no more suggestions. I really liked the course curriculum and faculties. I am very happy to join this institution.
+ Am really proud to be a Teresian. I would suggest if there is campus space it will be much better
+ Try to make sure that all the deaprtments have enough facilities to give the students a wider array of knowledge.
+ make sure that all the needs of a student is perfectly completed in the educational and talent manner
+ Library facilities in science block has to be improved.. Lab facilities for Masters Clinical Nutrition and Dietetics are poor..
+ There's should be a connection between science and art block .lot of programs are missed out for science students
+ The college is not regarding students problem in this pandemic situation ..Need to focus students problems and availability
+ exams can be conducted by giving gaps in between to avoid the pressure and stress that we face.
+ The course and the opportunities given by the college were extremely helpful. It has helped in skill development.
+ Could involve everyone into different activities and help us out to not make the online classes boring
+ It would be good if there are atleast 2 washrooms in every floor of the science block.
+ As of such I got no suggestions as everything according to me is well satisfactory and great.
+ Almost everything in this institution have a very good standard and so I have no more suggestions.
+ Other than what is in the textbooks teachers are not teaching students what they need in life.
+ Can make the syllabus and curriculum more vast for students aiming for international institutions later on.
+ Give more importance for Value education and that's what is more required for the present generation.
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+ maybe the institution could include more outreach programmes so that students could learn new with experience
+ I have not visited college yet. It will be better if the physical classes get started
+ Please publish our results soon. And better solution for conducting exams should have been found out
+ Semester period may increased so that it will be esay to cover the syllabus without rush
+ The syllabus and curriculum is satisfactory. Several outreach programmes and extra curricular activities are very good
+ Its helpful to students to conduct their exams having at least one day gap
+ Due to covid 19 the 3rd was little bit off other wise it was good
+ It's very outstanding and perfect collage . it's very helpful for making a better future
+ The whole system is good. And the people behind all of this are doing good.
+ Suggesting to give a 2 days gap between each subjects for the end semester assissments.
+ exams can conducted by giving gap in between exams to avoid the stress and pressure
+ Correct information about programmes and extracurricular on time especially for central and science block students
+ Value education is good but forced inclusion to retreats and classes should be avoided.
+ main central and science blocks should be together ...only then college feel will come
+ Very few job opportunities are provided would like to increase the no of placements
+ it would be better if practical knowledge is given more importance in the syllabus
+ Everything is well and good except the fact that there is no campus .
+ I am of the opinion that the Institute is very good for the course
+ Infrastructure like the computer requirements of the department can be improved by proper updating
+ Provide suitable intervals between the exams. Ensure sufficient time to complete the portions.
+ none what so ever. but i do miss the live classes in college
+ The time is not right but the only problem is extra curricular activity
+ It would be good if more facilities are provided to the central block
+ should have more hygienic place for practical sessions and improve the amenities too
+ Students can be given bit more exposure related to their respective subjects
+ Proud to be a Teresian...nothing more. .. clg gives support for my extra activities..
+ Campus selections for all PG courses if promoted it would be beneficial
+ I think the outreach programmes can be increased and made more feasible.
+ So far iam satisfied with the college facilities and the college administration.
+ Students should be given more freedom an they should be treated equally
+ I would like recommend rest rooms and wash rooms in each floor
+ The needs of the students should be looked into for a betterment
+ Washing area which is a basic amenity is too distant from classrooms.
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+ Everything about the institution is perfect even on educational and arts part
+ Could give the students more time to prepare for the exams.
+ conduct of exams and result publication is smooth and the best
+ They provide everything but I guess they could include more culturals
+ Result of Examination can be provided to students a little earlier.
+ Outreach programmes should be improved Extra curricular activities should be encouraged
+ During this pandemic situation, reduce fees structure of self financing courses.
+ Good but give importance in studying than unnecessary things and programs
+ Two different campuses creates a bias towards the art students .
+ Please improve the quality of college hostel food. It's truly disgusting.
+ Can improve the acces of central block to the arts block.
+ Lack of off campus education, bathroom facility and student friendly syllabus
+ My suggestion is not to lock up students during events.
+ Try to give the fee concession as soon as possible
+ finding it hard to cope up with the online sessions
+ Institution and the opportunities given by the instruction is good
+ NO REMARKS TO BE MADE. HAPPY THE WAY ITS GOING
+ There is a dire need for less exam oriented teaching
+ Extended date in between exam for studies ccan be provided
+ College Radio, interactive sessions between students of different departments, etc...
+ better infra, classrooms are too conjusted in a few departments
+ I already love it ...the way it is. ....keep it up!
+ The college needs to emcourage more of extra currricular activities
+ More of washrooms need to be included in the insititution.
+ No suggestions mode of teaching is easy to understand
+ could be more career oriented
+ Plant more trees to make the campus more lively.
+ improvements in infracture in science block can be done
+ This institution is a role model to every institution
+ High fees and conduct of examination without gap
+ Improvements in infrastructure such as toilets and common areas.
+ Students should be also allowed to use the elevator.
+ Publication of the results on time will be good
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+ Syllabus should be need to be need portions only
+ Better infrasturcture and value education system could be improved
+ Please setup gokd atmosphere for self financing students
+ Institution should not force to attend particular religious activities
+ Good facilities to be provided in the central block.
+ In total the institution is doing a commendable job.
+ Inform the clz times at least before that day
+ I can't think of any suggestions at the moment.
+ we need good and hygiene Washrooms with enough facilities.
+ Good infrastructure facilities should be provided
+ Should not be conducting exams during this pandemic
+ management must focus on addressing basic student issues
+ I have no suggestions for in our college
+ Class room and building maintenance to be improved
+ I have no suggestions because of online class
+ i havent seen college thoroughly so nothing much
+ Blessed to be here in a prestigious organization
+ The College is with excellent and good ambiance.
+ More facilities should be provided regarding the infrastructure.
+ I wish equal opportunities are given to everybody
+ Provide more out reach programmes and basic facilities.
+ Hostel fees is unaffordable. Other things are good
+ Very poor infrastructure and smelly and uncleaned toilets
+ is one of the best institutions in kerala
+ Need to improve in the conduction of exams
+ institution has extended greater supports in everything
+ need Improved Basic amenities / facilities and Infrastructure
+ Please give gaps for studying between exams
+ Institution provides excellent course, infrastructure and guidance
+ Satisfied with the program offered. No suggestions
+ All the blocks should get equal opportunities
+ reduce class time from 8:30am to 2:30pm
+ I AM SATISFIED STUDYING IN THIS INSTITUTION
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+ Please postpone the upcoming sem exam dates.
+ Please postponed the upcoming semester examination
+ Interactive sessions should be included if possible
+ More number of bathrooms in science block
+ More number of washrooms in main block.
+ can have more facilities for sports !
+ Can introduce more student internships and workshops.
+ No improvement i am satisfied
+ Infrastructure can improve, especially the Central Block
+ Our institution is very good and excellent.
+ Could be better in terms of infrastructure.
+ The institution provides all the necessities.
+ The institution knows what's best. .. no comment
+ Can provide bttr facilities in college
+ Nothing to improve All is well
+ Increase free access between all blocks
+ No suggestions for improvement.because I'am satisfied.
+ Paper correction can be more liberal.
+ Nothing to be improved,all are perfect
+ To improve washroom in science block
+ The class time should be altered
+ Nothing , everything is going well
+ Facilities are satisfactory.
+ Very good classes.
+ no any suggestions
+ Everything is fine.
+ Nothing to recommend
+ Nothing in particular.
+ No particular suggestions
+ nothing to improve
+ More value education
+ No special suggestions
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+ Outreach programmes should make little wider
+ Some outreach programs to be conducted
+ Maintenance for classroom and lab equipments
+ Facilities and its maintenance is required.
+ Conduct of examination should be improved
+ The college is having good facilities.
+ No, I don't have any suggestions.
+ More outreach programs can be conducted
+ It's good qualifications of study life
+ campus placements are very much needed.
+ Excellent teaching system and other facilities
+ Should get gap inbetween sem exams
+ Need more gaps in between exams
+ Overall good performance by the institution
+ Overall everything is good and satisfactory
+ Improvements in infrastructure and Basic amenities
+ Could work on improving basic facilities
+ Girls Toilet facilities is quite unsatisfactory.
+ washroom facilities need to be improved
+ institution evaluation was good and up-to-date
+ all the needs are well done
+ THERE IS NOTHING MUCH TO IMPROVE
+ The best I've ever studied
+ Lack of a proper playground
+ no more Suggestions for improvement
+ Internship and fellowship recruitment sessions.
+ Happy to be a teresian
+ I am very satisfied.
+ Basic amenities can be improved
+ No They are very dedicated
+ restroom facilities should be improved
+ PG students requires better infrastructure
+ everything has its own perfectness
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+ Had a good learning experience
+ Excellent college, nothing to Improve
+ Please reduce the unnecessary fees
+ It is a good institution
+ I really like this college
+ Plant some trees in campus
+ Extremely knowledgeable, approachable, and energetic.
+ It was very interesting course
+ Please improve extra curricular activities
+ It was an great experience
+ Very good facilities and protocols
+ I satisfied in this subject
+ ONE OF THE BEST COLLEGE
+ Value education should be improved
+ No improvement is needed
+ Infrastructure has to be improved.
+ Focus more on practical knowledge
+ please reduce the education fee
+ Could give more outreach programmes
+ Need more accessebility to library
+ Basic facilities can be extended
+ More outreach program, internship opportunities
+ Toilet facilities should be improved
+ There is no suggestions .
+ Improvement on the basic facilities.
+ Refreshment area should be spacious
+ I don't have any suggestions.
+ basic facilities can be improved
+ Amazing and excellent college
+ There is anything to improve
+ Need more scope in psychology
+ Good infrastructure and other facilities
+ Scope for out reach programmes
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+ Keep going with the effort
+ Everything is so well
+ Nothing to be mentioned
+ Want a strong union
+ No suggestions for improvements
+ There is no suggestion
+ It's alright, I guess.
+ Nothing to be improved
+ There's nothing to suggest
+ Management is very good
+ NOTHING IN PARTICULAR
+ No suggestions to mention
+ need more public toilets
+ Facilities should be improved
+ Nice..... institute. .. ever seen ..
+ Its a good institution
+ Improvement in infrastructure facilities
+ Nothing more to improve
+ No suggestions to make.
+ Good infrastructure and faculty
+ Do online cultural programmes
+ This institution is good.
+ Doesn't need any improvement
+ Offline class is necessary
+ nothing much, very good
+ None at the moment
+ Don't have any problem
+ I have no suggestions.
+ Everything is going well
+ No remarks , satisfied
+ instituition is pretty good
+ Must provide more facilities.
+ Hope college opens soon.
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+ No need for this
+ Well managed education system
+ It is really good
+ The Institution is good
+ Autonomous system is best;
+ There is no remarks
+ Conduct exams with gaps
+ Everything available is satisfactory.
+ Nothing more to improve
+ It is very good
+ Institution is really good
+ clean and fresh environment
+ Result publication is excellent.
+ Nothing more to improve
+ very improve in this
+ Like all about collage
+ Please decrease the fees
+ reduction of semster fees
+ Infrastucture can be improved
+ No suggestions. All good
+ Improvement in basic facilities
+ Not problem for all
+ Too strict. Suffocating atmosphere
+ Proper chairs and benches
+ Can be more interesting
+ Very Good and good
+ IT WAS ALMOST GOOD
+ Need to be more.
+ No more suggestions.
+ Very good college
+ Need to improve
+ everything was good
+ No more improvement
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+ very much satisfying
+ Campus too short
+ need for improvement
+ scope of improvement
+ Ntg more else
+ Good and excellent
+ Very Good Course
+ Nothing to improve
+ It is excellent
+ Nothing to imrpove
+ Be more reachable
+ Improve toilet facilities
+ Nothing to improve
+ Nothing to say
+ ???????????
+ Very much satisfactory
+ Extra curricular activities
+ Overall good
+ its is good
+ No more suggestions
+ NOTHING IN PARTICULAR
+ Nothing in particular
+ Amazing experience thankyou
+ Very good classes
+ Very good institution
+ Nothing for suggestion.
+ Interaction with students
+ No other suggestions.
+ No other suggestions
+ Good and Satisfied
+ NO 100% SATISFACTORY....
+ NOTHING LIKE THAT
+ No improvement needed
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+ Nothing to tell
+ No more comments
+ Improve toilet facilities
+ Improve infrastructure facilities
+ Nothing to improve..
+ nothing to improve
+ Toilets need improvement
+ Nothing to improve
+ Provide more toilets
+ None as such
+ nothing as such
+ No such suggestions.
+ improved toilet facilities
+ Need enough campus
+ Should Improve more
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